A new journal is at issue, and indeed the only one to have overcome my firmly rooted conviction that I could never again get involved in anything like it […] I cleared the way for the plan's acceptance by the publisher Rowohlt by appointing myself the representative responsible for the journal's organizational and practical aspects, which I have worked out in long conversations with
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Crisis and Critique. Kritische Blätter, then. Critical Times, now. And how appropriate that is. We indeed live in critical times-at a troubling conjuncture of world-historical developments that are challenging our understanding of both our past and our possible futures. Around the world, we are witnessing a grab for the global commons-or whatever was left of it-with the dismantling of the Soviet Union and the precipitous privatization of industry, utilities, and finance in the former Eastern Bloc, the capitalization of the Chinese economy, the deregulation of the British and American economies, gradually seeping across Western Europe, the devastating impact of the IMF's fiscal policies across Africa and Latin America. Mainstream economists document the plummeting percentage of property held in public trust in China, Japan, Europe, and the United States-with several of these countries having effectively placed their commons in hock. 2 We are witnessing, in effect, a recomposition of the global order of the post-war period, with inequality increasing throughout the world: 3 a hegemonic form of neoliberalism no longer contained by the threat or even existence of communism; an oppressive globalized and financialized economy run from the corporate headquarters of finance, oil, data, and commercial multinational giants and G-7 through -20 government leaders; a run on the commons that extends even to our shared planet, the earth. Since the last third of the twentieth century, we have witnessed a structural transformation of the human condition-one that is about to accelerate with the explosive growth of artificial intelligence and the expected diminution, by half, of global employment.
In the United States, these trends crystalized in November 2016 with the Electoral College victory of Donald J. Trump, who, upon inauguration, immediately seized unbound executive power through a series of unconscionable executive orders discriminating against Muslims, immigrants, Latinos, LGBTQ communities, and other minorities. President Trump immediately began overseeing the dismantling of social structures and institutions-from the national parks, national service programs, and refugee resettlement to net neutrality and health care-in order to facilitate an even more aggressive grab on the public commons, forcing all Americans to financially contribute to his real estate empire, where Trump spent an average of one third of his time as president. 4 Trump immediately began to govern the United States through a reality TV, Apprentice-like, "you're fired" management style, tweeting impulsive and radical policy changes without even consulting his own cabinet. During the first months of his presidency, Trump led a putsch against public norms, refusing to disclose his federal taxes, willingly flouting norms prohibiting conflicts of interest, ditching Camp
David for Mar-a-Lago, touting an unprecedented right to extend the presidential pardon to himself, effectively enthroning a royal family, and creating a storm of palace intrigue. Since the moment he entered the White House, Trump has inched the country toward unbounded executive power in pursuit of personal gain.
In the wake of the recent elections of strong-men leaders around the globe-not just Donald
Trump, but also Vladimir Putin in Russia, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in Turkey, Rodrigo Duterte in the Philippines, Nearendra Modi in India-the critical opposition has tended to mobilize using traditionally liberal devices. At least in the United States, the principal forms of resistance and mobilization have involved, first, civil rights litigation against the Muslim Ban, the military transgender ban, and other executive orders; second, permitted protest marches, such as the Women's March, or, even, the March for Science; and third, myriad on-line petitions, letters, and statements of protest by individuals and institutions, including universities. Alongside these peaceful protests and social movements like Black Lives Matter, Antifa rallies have also spread, sometimes devolving into violence. For the most part, though, the resistance has taken the path of liberal democratic protest, even among the more critically oriented. The resistance to the Muslim Ban followed precisely a liberal civil and political rights model: civil rights lawyers and even attorney generals went to court and sued President Trump, while others offered their expertise as area experts or translators. In effect, the critical resistance predominantly used the courts as a bulwark against forms of discrimination proscribed by the US Constitution.
Critical theorists did develop new conceptual tools to try to grasp these world-historical shifts. Some turned to the concept of the Anthropocene to capture humankind's effect on the earth and to historicize the phenomenon of global climate change 5 -with some even extending this into the domains of surveillance and digital technologies. 6 Others turned to the framework of neoliberalism and biopolitics to capture the globalization of a new political economy of profiteering, financialization, and consumerism. 7 Others looked for new definitions of populism in order to capture the rise of right-wing political developments in Hungary, Poland, or the Philippines, the election of Donald Trump, Brexit, or the electoral turn-out of the Front National in France and of right-wing candidates in the Netherlands, Austria, and elsewhere. Still others crafted new concepts of precarity, necropolitics, racialized assemblages, intersectionality, critical anthropology, and other theoretical frameworks to make sense of our present. 7 But the critical responses have felt fractured, at least from the perspective of traditional critical theory. And the recommendations for political action have felt unmoored, again from the perspective of traditional critical praxis. 9 After the Arab Uprisings and the global Occupy movements, there was indeed fruitful theorizing about assembly and political disobedience; 10 yet those practices-of leaderless and ideologically-neutral occupations, of uprisings marked by political spirituality, of standing ground, hunger strikes, or hashtags-clashed with traditional notions of praxis. Our critical theory and praxis, it seems, had not caught up with the critical times.
I.
The journal is political. By that is meant that its critical activity is consciously anchored in the critical situation of present society-that of class struggle.
-Krise und Kritik Memorandum, c. 1930.
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The political situation in January 1930 may have been as confounding as it is today, but back then the critical framework was far more unified and cohesive. When Walter Benjamin and Bertolt
Brecht planned the launch of their journal, Krise und Kritik, along with the writer Bernard von
Brentano and the drama critic Herbert Ihering, the critical scaffolding was firmly embedded in a
Marxist register. They all agreed on what was needed: scientific expertise by critical intellectuals to demonstrate the validity of the dialectical materialist method, the foundational role of class struggle, and their implications for understanding the crisis-and even perhaps contributing to it. They understood, or at least Benjamin did clearly, that the economic and political crises had begun to produce, or in Benjamin's own words, "must produce manifestations of crisis in the superstructure."
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The disagreements surrounding critical theory were far less dramatic. To be sure, Brecht was perhaps too crude or vulgar theoretically for Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer, or Friedrich Pollock, and troublingly supportive of Stalin; the Institute members were perhaps too bourgeois still for Brecht; and Benjamin was a source of concern for all as he navigated between them. 13 But everyone was working in the same register of class struggle, dialectical materialism, and a certain kind of positivism.
Benjamin's plans for Krise und Kritik were starkly positivist and foundationalist. The role of the intellectual, Benjamin declared in conversation with Brecht, was not to lead the proletariat, but rather to fulfill "a subordinate function" of proving the validity of the dialectical materialist methodessentially, of providing scientific research to solidly establish the proper and necessary sociological positions. 14 The journal was intended, Benjamin maintained, to publish the scientific expertise of scholars, to engage not in journalism but in academic research. The program that Benjamin and Brecht set was clear: "The journal's field of activity is the present crisis in all areas of ideology, and it is the task of the journal to register this crisis or to bring it about, and this by means of criticism."
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"Interventionist thinking" was the order of the day. "Inconsequential thought" was to be avoided. 16 would turn Nietzsche into the critical philosopher, the founder, the inventor, in Deleuze's words, of "une philosophie critique," in the process displacing even Kant, who Deleuze would tell us missed the target and did not do "real critique." 25 Deleuze located in an anti-foundationalist Nietzsche the pure form of critique, the very essence, the core: namely, the questioning of the value of values. 26 The critical element, Deleuze would write-italicizing the word "critique" in "l' élément critique"-is precisely "the creative element of meaning and of values." 27 Michel Foucault as well, and many after him, would draw from Nietzsche the model of a truly critical approach. Nietzsche's work, in Foucault's words, "seems to me to be the best, the most effective, the most pertinent of the models that one can draw upon" to do genealogical work. 28 These critical interventions would violently upend the traditional link between critique, power, and the Marxist and post-Marxist tradition. 29 For decades thereafter, the intellectual framework remained fractured, and critical theory caught in debates over influence and intellectual genealogies-with some returning to Kant, others turning to deliberative democratic thought, or even Rawls, and still others drawing on Nietzsche or Freud. Subsequent generations of the Frankfurt School would gravitate first toward Kantian liberalism, then toward Hegelian recognition, then back to Kant-leaving students of critical theory somewhat démuni before the crises that would come, in waves, with neoliberalism, then neoliberal penality, then neoliberal warfare, and on and on. These different epistemological sensibilities fragmented the critical project. The contrast, even with the more literary and aesthetic thinkers like Benjamin, was deep. In his notes from the time of Krise und Kritik in 1930, under the telling header "Some Remarks on Theoretical Foundations," Benjamin underscored his "thesis," in his own words, that "true validity," "fruitful validity," "genuine validity" is only "guaranteed by the closest possible connection to social reality," because, he said, "Truth cannot be established by digression, by the collection and addition of all that's thinkable, above all by arbitrary flight from its consequences.
Rather must it repeatedly be confronted with reality at every stage and point." 30 The contrast with the anti-foundational approaches of the 1960s could hardly have been greater.
Many critical thinkers tried to soften the tensions-and I would include myself here, regretfully. 31 But none of those efforts could truly overcome, in the end, the breach that antifoundationalist critical theories introduced into the debate. Critical theory was born of an Enlightenment drive to separate truth from falsity-of the critical impulse to seek the limits of reason and perform the work of discrimination at the root of the Greek term, krinein, that is at the base of both critique and crisis. 32 Criticism, as Koselleck demonstrated, was fundamentally "the art of arriving at proper insights and conclusions via rational thought." 33 The anti-foundational critique went to the heart of that. And to date, the critical tradition has not been able to reconcile the chasm. The practical effects are especially acute today. The critical tradition, mired in these internecine struggles for influence among different strands and variations-Marxist, Freudian, or Nietzschean, Lacanian, Foucauldian, or Derridean, deconstructive, feminist, post-colonial, queer, gender troubling, to name a few-has struggled to elaborate a contemporary critical theory of practice, a critical practice for these troubled times. To be sure, there are still voices calling for traditional praxis. Some persevere in calling for the construction of sensible communism, a communist hypothesis, more authentic notions of solidarity, or new communist insurgencies. 34 But the prospect of a proletarian uprising has faded, especially in the absence today of robust self-consciousness among workers or students.
The very concept of modern revolution, which Reinhart Koselleck so skillfully historicized, seems anachronistic today. 35 Etienne Balibar is surely right that other, similar forms of insurrection may still be possible; as he suggests, "civic and democratic insurrections, with a central communist component against ultra-individualism, also involving an 'intellectual and moral reform' of the common sense itself (as Gramsci explained), are probably not destructible." 36 II.
This great myth needs to be dispelled. It is this myth which Nietzsche began to demolish by
showing that, behind all knowledge, behind all attainment of knowledge, what is involved is a struggle for power. Political power is not absent from knowledge, it is woven together with it.
-Michel Foucault, "Truth and Juridical Forms" (1973) 40 It may be useful first to get a sense of the fragmentation. The tension between the traditional critical framework and its anti-foundational challenges is illustrated well by the confrontation between the method of ideology critique and that of regimes of truth. The conflict, at heart, always came down to questions of knowledge, truth, and falsity. At one end, the critique of ideology constituted itself as a particular form of knowledge that rested on a specific epistemological conception tied to the facticity of class interests. Ideology critique was a cognitive enterprise that produced a kind of knowledge intended to lead to enlightenment and emancipation. 41 At the other end, Foucault's theory of knowledge-power, of savoir-pouvoir, 42 amounted to a radical critique of knowledge. It aimed to unmask precisely that "great Western myth," the illusion that it is possible to sever knowledge from power or achieve objectivity. 43 That myth, Foucault declared, had to be, in his words, "liquidé"-liquidated, a far more forceful expression than "dispelled" as in the official English translation.
Foucault's was a searing critique of the possibility of powerless knowledge.
To be more concrete, in the early 1970s, Foucault directly challenged the idea of class interests and proposed, instead, that social relations be modeled on the matrix of civil war. That matrix would call for a constant reexamination of how power circulates through society, always questioning the categories through which we even analyze power, always reexamining the ways in which power and subjectivity are transformed. As he explained in December 1972, a month before launching into his lectures on The Punitive Society, his project was to study power relations on the basis of "the most criticized of all wars: not Hobbes, nor Clausewitz, nor class struggle, but civil war." 44 At the time, and focusing on early nineteenth-century France, what he developed-in contrast to those other three approaches-was the idea of a generalized civil war involving the production of a "criminal-social enemy" that facilitated a disciplinary form of power permeating society and transforming the entire time of life and subjectivity into a productive force. 45 Foucault's matrix of civil war did not rest on a binary or stable structure, but sought instead to upend our conventional ways of thinking about knowledge in a realm he himself characterized as power-knowledge. 46 It was precisely this tension that motivated Steven Lukes's radical theory of power, and his defense of the idea of false consciousness, 47 in which Lukes emphasized that "there is truth to be attained," a "correct view that is not itself imposed by power." 48 Lukes argued that on Foucault's view, by contrast, there can be no normative judgment because there is power all the way down: for Foucault, Lukes wrote, "there can be no liberation from power, either within a given context or across contexts;
and there is no way of judging between ways of life, since each imposes its own 'regime of truth' . . ." 49 In an earlier essay, challenging Lukes, I tried to reconcile these differences, but in hindsight As we all know well, Foucault frequently used the concept of ideology as a foil to his own thought. 51 He often insisted that our ways of thinking about madness, delinquency, and sexuality were not mere ideological fabrications; that his own project was not to demonstrate that these categories were no more than "ideological products that must be dissipated in the light of reason." 52 Foucault maintained that these categories-the mad, the delinquent, the abnormal-were the product of a whole series of practices and discourses that gave birth to something that did not exist beforehand and ultimately still does not exist-a complicated idea-but that has a real presence (and does not fit within the rubric of ideology). 53 The categories, Foucault emphasized, could not fully be captured by the notion of ideologies. 54 traditional Marxist political economy into a "political economy of the body," effectively into "a history of bodies" that focuses on the "political investment of the body" and the "political technology of the body." 63 These disciplinary forms-themselves embedded in relations of production-rendered docile the modern body, simultaneously making possible factory workers and the idea that free labor is man's essence. As he would say in Psychiatric Power, "we can say that disciplinary power, and this is no doubt its fundamental property, fabricates subjected bodies; it pins the subject-function exactly to the body. It fabricates and distributes subjected bodies; it is individualizing [only in that] the individual is nothing other than the subjected body." 64 Foucault could not have been clearer-or more challenging to ideology critique: the idea that "man's concrete essence is labor" is itself fabricated, alongside these docile bodies, by disciplinary techniques that are embedded in relations of production and that themselves make those relations of production possible. These techniques also bring about feelings of alienation because they deprive us of the rich, substantive meaning that our lives could have. These techniques of power give rise to knowledges-such as the idea that labor is "the essence of man," but more broadly the idea of man as an object of science. In Rio, Foucault specifically proposes that this infrapower "gave rise to a series of knowledges-a knowledge of the individual, of normalization, a corrective knowledge-that proliferated in these institutions of infrapower, causing the so-called human sciences, and man as an object of science, to appear." 65 66 The reason is that ideologies themselves are made possible by relations of production that are themselves made possible by knowledge-power;
there is no priority to relations of production that would privilege or place first production as the driving force of history. Ideas are necessary to enable political economy. The relations of production are themselves shaped by conceptions of the self that enable docile bodies to man the factories. These are interlocking: relations of production/knowledge/relations of power. Foucault writes:
In order for the relations of production that characterize capitalist societies to exist, there must be, in addition to a certain number of economic determinations, those power relations and forms of operation of knowledge. Power and knowledge are thus deeply rooted-they are not just superimposed on the relations of production but, rather, are very deeply rooted in what constitutes them. 67 From a regimes-of-truth perspective, then, it is not possible to speak of interests that are, in some sense, foundational. Instead, stated interests and conceptions of self are shaped by relations of power and are historically situated; they are interwoven with and make possible the modes of economic production within which they find themselves; they are not exterior, in any way, to relations of production. It is possible to show how they are born and maintained and evolve, and to what effect. And, despite all that, they have real force and staying power. They cannot just be lifted, like a veil. They have real effects-des effets de vérité. They are real. They cannot simply or easily be proven wrong. They are not susceptible to demonstrations of falsity. And it may take a whole series of complex techniques of power and knowledges, deeply embedded in relations of production, for other beliefs to form.
In both critical approaches, to be sure, there is a form of enlightenment-but enlightenment by different means. On the first view, access to truth, to true facts-and thereby emancipation from illusions-is achieved by acquiring the right social theory. 68 On the second view, there is no access to powerless knowledge; there can be at best an unveiling of current forms of oppression or relations of power, achieved through the denaturalization of dominant ideas. On this second view, we do not achieve an end-state, but reach another place from which we will again need to emancipate ourselves.
We do not escape relations of power; we never do. We are always embedded in them. We may make progress, perhaps on the basis of an aesthetics of existence, but at best we bring about a new condition that will itself need to be reassessed and reexamined, so that we can understand how power recirculates. When we shed illusions, when regimes of truth shift, we are merely at another place where power relations are thickly at play, may be problematic, may become entrenched-and where we will need to revalue how we are governing and being governed.
III.
It is necessary to institute a counter-city or a counterpower in the face of legitimate power that has become the mere property of those who exercise it or the expression of governmental or administrative routine. In the end, the tension between traditional critical theory and anti-foundational challenges cannot be resolved. It must be overcome. And it can be overcome, I propose, through what might be called "counter-critical theory."
The notion of counter-critical theory is not anti-critical theory, but a form of contemporary critical thought that goes beyond traditional critical theory. It operates what I call-and develop in detail elsewhere-a counter-move that rests on the importance of thinking in terms of "counter-"
rather than "anti-". 70 The conceptual particle "counter-" in "counter-critical theory" indexes the opposition to the foundationalism and positivism of early critical theory, and simultaneously overcomes the opposition from which it is born, in order to generate a fully autonomous critical approach. It overcomes the opposition, not in the Kantian or Hegelian sense of a synthesis that resolves the opposition between thesis and antithesis (not least because the conceptual particle "counter-" functions very differently than the particle "anti-"), but rather as a form of contestation that becomes so potent as to liberate itself from the oppositional relationship entirely and to transform itself into a free-standing idea, principle, or even method. Counter-critical theory becomes something greater than just a constant resistance to traditional critical foundationalism; it turns into something independent, overcoming its mere oppositional character. It becomes self-sufficient-no longer dependent on its relationship to earlier critical theory.
Counter-critical theory becomes autonomous when it becomes a pure theory of illusions-a pure theory of relations of power in flux such that every critical unmasking forces us to reexamine the resulting redistribution of power relations. At that point, it can continue to index, but need not concern itself with or argue against the foundations. At that point, the original anti-foundationalist insight no longer needs to refer back to the object challenged. At that point, counter-critical theory develops fully into its own independent form of thinking. This is an ambitious project indeed, but a realizable goal, I believe. In effect, Foucault's method, at Louvain and at the Collège, is not anti-positivist, but instead a "counterpoint," deploying positivistic sensibilities against narrow positivism. And the central point is that Foucault's counter-positivist method culminates in a philosophical intervention that is independent of both positivism and of anti-positivism, that does not depend on either, and that no longer merely responds to the opposition-but becomes its own autonomous method: a pure philosophical method, a way of seeing the world.
In a similar way, we can imagine a counter-critical theory-distinct from this counterpositivism-that is not anti-critical, but instead overcomes the foundationalism of critical theory.
It indexes traditional critical theory insofar as it holds on to its core insight. At its core, critical theory has always been a theory of illusions: the world we find ourselves in, rife with inequalities, injustice, and prejudice, is made tolerable by means of a series of illusions-the myths of individual responsibility and merit, the illusions of liberalism and free markets, the fantasy of upward social mobility, and so on. These fantasies are what make our unequal world tolerable. And they are what critical theory unmasks, unveils, reveals. But not to give way to a truth underlying those illusions.
Not to reveal real interests, or genuine class interests. The illusions instead give way to another set of ambitions that eventually we will need to unmask again. In this sense, counter-critical thought becomes a pure theory of illusions. The implications for counter-critical practice are significant. The effort must be to expose illusions and struggle for new meanings and interpretations-not for some truth or real interests, and not necessarily within the narrow confines of traditional critical praxis, but to struggle for new ways of governing and living together. Along with the opening of counter-critical theory-the liberation from certain unfounded foundations and dogmatic first principles-there must be a move from critical praxis to contemporary critical practice. Our practical engagements must free themselves from foundational constraints.
The resulting forms of counter-critical resistance can take many shapes, from radical forms of political disobedience to strategic deployments of critical legal practice. The anti-foundationalism of counter-critical theory must go hand-in-hand with an ecumenical tactical practice that seeks not to realize a preconceived ideal of society or some foundational set of interests, but to push against existing forms of oppression and inequality, cognizant of the need to constantly reexamine how power recirculates. But from the perspective of counter-critical theory, I now see that deploying legal weapons, even traditional liberal rights, among other strategies, does not simply promote or protect the existing framework, but more fundamentally challenges the punitive state. I've spent decades using the state's weapons to prevent the state from executing the condemned-from exercising its fullest power in a situation where the state is at its most powerful: the state apparatus faces down, most often, an impoverished and despised man or woman, who has confessed to murder, has no resources whatsoever, and no one to turn to. It is the ultimate confrontation of a Goliath state at its most might-in the realm of crime and punishment, in the unquestioned space of security and policingwith an entirely subjugated subject, isolated in solitary confinement, who was most likely destined for death row from the moment he or she was born. This should be quick work for the state. A swift display of power. And yet, the litigation takes place as a sort of power struggle, with the condemned using every weapon he or she can get his or her hands on-including those from the register of liberal rights.
In the United States today, in the face of constant attacks on minorities-from Muslims to Black Lives Matter activists to immigrants to trans* persons-multiple forms of resistance are necessary, and none should be off the table. Enjoining the Muslim ban, delaying it, limiting it-these are all important efforts from the perspective of counter-critical theory, which constantly attends to the circulation of power. It is precisely now that different models of political disobedience must emerge-and remain open to experimentation, open to differences, non-hierarchical, and, especially, non-foundational. This is precisely what is called for by counter-critical theory in the twenty-first century. 74 
IV.
After Buddha was dead, people showed his shadow for centuries in a cave,-a tremendous, gruesome shadow. God is dead: but given the ways of men, there may still be caves for thousands of years in which his shadow will still be shown.-And we-we still have to vanquish his shadow, too.
-Nietzsche, Gay Science, III, § 108.
Hand-in-hand with an open and strategic but ecumenical approach to political disobedience, counter-critical theory calls for constant and better interpretations. Political struggle today requires political action-and lots of it, to be sure-but it also demands trenchant and forceful resignifications, along with an unbending commitment to resist the shadows from the past.
A world made up of interpretations, an infinite regress of interpretations, all the way down: if that is where we find ourselves, then we must continue to struggle through resignification. If we live in a world in which we never get to the original meaning or first source, where there is no omega, then interpreting is what we must do, always. This represents a way of thinking, Foucault reminds us, that Nietzsche inaugurated, doing critique with the blows of a hammer. 75 There is force to that method. But we need to go even further.
To move forward, from a counter-critical perspective, we need not simply to understand, but to deploy the infinite regress of interpretations-knowing that even we do not preexist the meanings that we impose on the world, that our subjectivity is shaped by those infinite interpretations, that the struggle, in the end, is a struggle over life and death, a struggle over our subjectivity, a battle over the imposition of those interpretations. And we must test those new interpretations as we would sound out our beliefs and faiths, as we would test our past idols. Yes, we are at the twilight of old idols, 76 but even more importantly now, we are at the dawn of new ones that we will need to interrogate immediately and ruthlessly.
Counter-critical theory must challenge the intolerable in these critical times, and, faced with the utter singularity of the battle, it must respond in multiple ways. Some-perhaps we should leave them anonymous-need to unearth the hidden corruption and publicize it. Others need to occupy, others disrupt. Others must march, and others boycott. Others need to file more lawsuits, or get signatures, or run for office, or call, write, and put pressure. Others must bear witness to history. Still others must break their silence. And all the while, we must take over meanings, interpreting with the sharp blows of a hammer. Yes, we will need to proceed in myriad ways with different strategies, with different tools, using different sensibilities, agnostic and respectful with each other, but always passionate and resolute in our approach. 
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